-time windows (Cordeau et al., VRP book, 2002) -pickup and deliveries (Desaulniers et al., VRP book, 2002) -periodic visits (Cordeau et al., Networks, 1997) , etc.
• Recommended books: Seminal Paper
• G.B. Dantzig and J.H. Ramser, "The Truck Dispatching Problem", Management Science, 6, 80-91, 1959 .
• Heuristic
• Matching of vertices through (continuous) linear programming
• Respect of capacity constraints
• Introduction of "non-basic" pairings into solution through reduced cost criterion
• Elimination of fractional solutions through trial and error 
Algorithmic ideas
• Neighbourhood structures -2-interchanges (Taillard, 1993)
-simple vertex moves combined with local reoptimization (GENI) (Taburoute and UTSA)
-composite moves (ejection chains, very large neighbourhood search) (Rego, Roucairol, 1995) . . .
• Neighbourhood management -unique and simple neighbourhood structure • Tabu management -attribute sets
-Assign tabu tag to an attribute (instead of maintaining an actual tabu list)
-Tabu duration: variable in Taillard (1993) and in Taburoute, fixed but size-dependent in UTSA
• Aspiration criteria (overriding tabu status)
-Attribute related in UTSA
• Intermediate infeasible solutions (Taburoute, UTSA)
where α and β are periodically updated (almost necessary if simple vertex moves are used).
• Continuous diversification (Taillard) Penalize cost of worsening candidate solutions by adding to their cost a penalty proportional to the frequency of move:
• Periodic route reoptimization
• False starts Used in Taburoute but not in UTSA: better perform 10 5 iterations on one solution than 10 4 iterations on each of 10 solutions.
• Intensification Used in Taburoute but not in UTSA.
• Data perturbation (Codenetti et al., INFORMS Journal on Computing, 1996) Used in Latest version of UTSA (0.69% → 0.56%): temporarily relocate the depot to next vertex of a route.
• Granularity (Toth, Vigo)
-Remove long edges from data to obtain a sparse distance matrix.
granularity threshold: ν = βc, wherec is the average edge cost in a good feasible solution sparsification parameter β ∈ [1.0, 2.0] keep edges incident to the depot and those for which c ij ≤ ν -Applied by Toth and Vigo: 4 times faster than Taburoute, also better.
-Applied by Li, Golden, Wasil in conjunction with record-to-record principle (Dueck, 1993) : accept candidate neighbour if cost does not exceed 1.01 times cost of best known solution.
• Adaptive memory (Rochat, Taillard) Keep a pool of good solutions, combine them and reoptimize.
-Rochat, Taillard: select a route from each of several solutions until this cannot be done without overlaps (→ several routes + loose vertices). Reoptimize.
-BoneRoute (Tarantilis, Kiranoudis): extract segments (bones) from good quality routes.
• Solution recombination (used in genetic search, Prins, 2004) Solution representation: • Guided evolution (AGES: active guided evolution strategy, Mester, Bräysy)
Create each offspring from a single parent: apply local search, penalize some solution features (e.g. very long edges), use continuous diversification, 2-opt moves, 2-interchanges, very large neighbourhoods, restarts from best known solution.
• Memetic search (Moscatto and Cotta, 2003) Combines genetic search with local search. Improve offspring by local search.
Advantage: provides width and depth. Applied by Prins, Mester and Bräysy, Nagata, Nagata and Bräysy.
• Learning (D-ants savings algorithm of Reimann, Doerner and Hartl)
Generate a pool of good solution by Clarke and Wright savings algorithm and improve them. Replace saving criterion s ij = c i0 + c 0j − c ij with t α ij s β ij where t α ij contains information on how good combining i and j turned out to be in previous solutions and α, β are user-controlled parameters.
Apply saving s ij with probability p ij .
Christofides, Mingozzi, Toth (1979) instances (51 ≤ n ≤ 199)
Best ten heuristics 
